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Abstract Abstract 

ContinualContinual evolution of HIV-1 gpl20 during infection has been described in the 

settingsetting of a change in coreceptor-usage from CCR5 to CXCR4 or escape from host 

immuneimmune responses. We examined the phylogenetic distance of sequential R5 HIV-1 

variantsvariants in long term survivors and individuals who progress to AIDS in the 

absenceabsence ofX4 variants. Furthermore, the presence of selection pressure defined as 

thethe number of non-synonymous substitutions divided by the number of synonymous 

substitutionssubstitutions was examined. We provide evidence for a rapid accumulation of 

mutationsmutations in individuals who show rapid disease progression and a selective 

positivepositive selection on the variable regions of gpl20 in R5 variants isolated from 

individualsindividuals heterozygous for the CCR5-A32 genotype. 

 Introduction 

Itt is estimated that the human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) acquires one point 

mutationn per genome every replication cycle due to an error prone reverse transcriptase 

enzymee that lacks proofreading [8,239-241]. With 1010 new virions produced per day and a 

ti/22 of ~6 hours [9], an HIV-1 infected individual harbours a swarm of closely related viruses, 

thee "quasispecies". Previous studies have shown that the divergence between variants present 

att different time points in the same individual can be relatively large but that diversity within 

thee viral quasispecies present at a given time point is limited [16], but may increase over time 

[242].. The limited diversity within variants present at a time point may be due to negative 

selectionn against viruses with reduced fitness, in which fitness is defined as the optimal 

biologicall  properties to persist under the conditions of that moment. Positive selection also 

influencess the sequence diversity of HIV-1, which is most clearly illustrated by immune 

selectionn which leads to viral escape from specific host defenses [243-245]. In addition, there 

mayy be a positive selection for viruses that have adapted to more optimal entry of the target 

cellss or that have gained the ability to infect new target cells in the host [14,109,111]. Positive 

andd negative selection forces can differ between individual hosts but also at different stages in 

thee clinical course of infection. 

Earlyy infection is in general dominated by slowly replicating, macrophage tropic CCR5-using 

(R5)) HIV-1 variants [41,42,246,247]. With progression of disease, more rapidly replicating 

HIV- 11 variants evolve [10]. In about half of HIV-1 infected individuals this is associated with 

thee emergence of CXCR4 using (X4) virus variants [13,248]. X4 HIV-1 variants differ from 

R55 HIV-1 variants by positively charged amino acid residues on one or both positions 11 and 

288 in the V3 loop [26,141]. After emergence of X4 variants, R5 and X4 HIV-1 variants co-

existt within a single individual, with a continuous evolution away from a common precursor 

andd with increasing divergence in gpl20 between the two virus populations due to both 

synonymouss and non-synonymous substitutions [16,242]. Non-synonymous virus variation in 

thee HIV-1 envelope V3 domain, has been shown to be inversely correlated with immune 

selectivee pressures [247,249-252]. 
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Inn individuals who progress to AIDS in the absence of X4 HIV-1 variants, changes can be 

observedd in biological properties of the R5 HIV-1 variants, without changes in coreceptor 

usagee [211]. Compared to early stage R5 HIV-1, late stage R5 variants have more rapid 

replicationn rates in vitro, higher cytopathicity, a decreased sensitivity to inhibition by CCR5 

antagonists,, and the ability to use CCR5/CXCR4 chimeric coreceptors [119,238,253,254], 

Individualss heterozygous for a 32 bp deletion in the CCR5 gene generally have a lower viral 

loadd and slower disease progression than CCR5-A32 wild type individuals [116,255,256]. 

Theyy show lower levels of CCR5 expression and higher levels of RANTES production. 

Heree we studied whether selection pressure on Env gpl20 of R5 HIV-1 variants differs 

betweenn individuals with either a progressive or long term asymptomatic course of infection 

inn the absence of X4 variants. In addition, we examined whether selection pressure on Env 

gp]200 of R5 HIV-1 variants differs between CCR5-A32 heterozygous and wild type 

individuals. . 

 Materials and Methods 

Patients.Patients. Twelve homosexual male participants of the Amsterdam Cohort Studies (ACS) who 

harboredd only R5 HIV-1 variants during follow-up were previously selected [211]. By April 

19977 seven of these individuals had an asymptomatic seropositive follow-up of at least 11 

yearss with relatively stable CD4 T cell numbers in the absence of antiretroviral therapy. These 

individualss were classified as long term survivors (LTS): ACH 16, 68, 78, 337, 434, 441, 583 

(meann seropositive follow-up 142 months; range: 136-146 months). Three individuals were 

classifiedd as rapid progressors: ACH 53, 172 and 424 (AIDS diagnosis after 25-76 months of 

follow-up).. One was classified as typical progressor: ACH 142 (AIDS diagnosis after 109 

monthss of follow-up) and one was classified as slow progressor: ACH 617 with AIDS 

diagnosiss after 136 months of follow-up. Longitudinal analysis of CD4+ T cell numbers and 

HIV- 11 RNA load in plasma or serum, and CCR5 genotyping of the individuals were reported 

previouslyy [211]. 

VirusVirus isolation, SI phenotyping and characterization of coreceptor usage. Biological virus 

cloness were previously isolated from patient PBMC samples from at least two time points for 

eachh patient [211]. One time point was chosen early in follow-up (mean 22 and 17 months 

afterr seroconversion or study entry for LTS and progressors, respectively) and the other as 

latee as possible in follow-up for LTS (mean 113 months) or around the time of AIDS 

diagnosiss for progressors (mean 77 months in follow-up). SI phenotyping was performed 

previouslyy on the MT2 cell line and characterization of coreceptor usage was performed on 

CCR55 A32 homozygous PBMCs and on astroglioma cell lines stably transfected with CD4 

andd CCR3 or CXCR4 or CCR5 [211]. 

SequenceSequence analysis. DNA was isolated from PBMC infected with biological virus clones 

usingg the L6 isolation method [257]. PCR amplification of gpl20 was performed with one 
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outerr PCR with primers TB3 (5'-GGCCTTATTAGGACACATAGTTAGCC-3') and TBC 
(5'-GCTGCCTTGTAAGTCATTGGTCTTAAAGG-3')) and 2 different inner PCR primer 
combinations:: Seql forward (5'-TACATAATGTTTGGGCCACACATGCC-3'), Seq4 
reversee (5'-CTTGTATTGTTGTTGGGTCTTGTAC), and Seq5 forward (5'-
GTCAACTCAACTGCTGTTAAATGGC-3'),, Seq2 reverse (5'-

TCCTTCATATCTCCTCCTCCAGGTC-3'). . 

PCRR products were purified and sequenced with the ABI prism BigDye Terminator 
sequencingg kit (Perkin Elmer, Froster City, California, USA) according to manufacturer's 
protocoll  using nested PCR primers. Sequences were analyzed on an ABI prism 377 DNA 
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Figur ee 1 Neighbor-joining phylogenetic trees of gp120 regions of R5 HIV-1 variants isolated from 
patientss without AIDS diagnosis during follow-up (A) and patients who progress to AIDS during 
follow-upp (B). Bootstrap values, based on 100 bootstrap analyses, indicate in how many replicate 
treess the depicted clustering is observed. Separate sequences are indicated by patient number 
followedd by the follow-up time in months at which the variant was isolated and by the variant 
number.. One sequence from patient 617 clusters apart from other sequences from that patient and 
iss indicated in italic (see text). Scale bars correspond to the indicated percentage of nucleotide 
sequencee divergence. 

sequencer.. To enable us to compare between patients and to prevent differences due to 

differentt sequence length, all sequences were cut off from gpl20 nucleotide position 262 

(aminoo acid position 88; HXB2 reference numbering) in CI to nucleotide position 1321 

(aminoo acid position 440) in C4. All sequence numbering is according to HXB2 reference 

sequence. . 
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Sequencess were aligned using ClustalW 
includedd in DAMBE version 4.2.13 [258] 
followedd by manual editing. Phylogenetic 
andd molecular analyses were conducted 
usingg MEGA version 2.1 [259]. Neighbor-
joiningg trees were constructed from 
nucleotidee alignments using method of 
nucleotidee gamma, Jukes-Cantor with 
pairwisee deletion and bootstrap analysis. 
Consensuss sequences from virus variants per 
timee point were constructed in GENEDOC 
versionn 2.6.002 [260]. Consensus nucleotide 
sequencess were aligned to HxB2 in DAMBE 
correspondingg to the original alignments 
containingg the individual sequences per 
patient. . 

Diversityy between early and late variants per 
patientt was calculated with the number of 
non-synonymouss mutations (dN) in MEGA. 
Presencee of selection pressure was defined 
ass the number of non-synonymous mutations 
betweenn early and late variants divided by 
thee number of synonymous mutations 
(dN/dS)) in MEGA. Selection pressure 
(dN/dS)) per region was determined by 
selectionn of corresponding nucleotides in 
DAMBE. . 

StatisticalStatistical analyses. Spearman's correlation 
coefficientt was calculated for correlations 
andd Mann-Whitney U test was used to 
comparee IC values of patient groups. 
Statisticall  analyses were performed using 
SPSSS (release 10.0, SPSS Inc. Chicago, 
Illinois). . 

 Results 

Tablee 1 Diagnosis of study participants and 
viruss clones analyzed. 

Püti€)ti Püti€)ti 

53 3 

68 8 

142 2 

441 1 

583 3 

16 6 

78 8 

172 2 

337 7 

424 4 

434 4 

617 7 

Diagnosis Diagnosis 

(months)" (months)" 

PCPP (76) 

ass (151) 

KS(109) ) 

as(152) ) 

ass (149) 

as(143) ) 

ass (124) 

KSS (25) 

ass (142) 

COO (38) 

as(140) ) 

NHLL (136) 

Virus Virus 

isolation isolation 

(months (months 

inin FU) 

35 5 

77 7 

33 3 

100 0 

21 1 

93 3 

16 6 

111 1 

24 4 

109 9 

22 2 

114 4 

17 7 

115 5 

5 5 

22 2 

25 5 

24 4 

122 2 

6 6 

43 3 

13 3 

19 9 

119 9 

15 5 

27 7 

84 4 

111 1 

126 6 

No.No. of 

virus virus 

variants variants 

analyzed analyzed 

3 3 

3 3 

3 3 

3 3 

2 2 

2 2 

3 3 

3 3 

3 3 

2 2 

3 3 

3 3 

3 3 

3 3 

3 3 

2 2 

3 3 

3 3 

3 3 

2 2 

2 2 

2 2 

3 3 

3 3 

2 2 

2 2 

3 3 

3 3 

2 2 

Coreceptor Coreceptor 

usage usage 

R5 5 

R5 5 

R5 5 

R5 5 

R5 5 

R5 5 

R5 5 

R5 5 

R5 5 

R5 5 

R5 5 

R5 5 

R5 5 

R5 5 

R5 5 

R5 5 

R5 5 

R5 5 

R5 5 

R5 5 

R5 5 

R5 5 

R5 5 

R5 5 

R5 5 

R5 5 

R5 5 

R5 5 

R5 5 

aa Diagnosis by end of follow-up, end of follow-
upp is defined as April 1997 or start of therapy 
forr LTS and the moment of AIDS diagnosis for 
progressors;; as: asymptomatic, PCP: 
PneumocystisPneumocystis carninii pneumonia, KS: Kaposi's 
sarcoma,, CO: esophageal Candidiasis, NHL: 
non-Hodgkin'ss lymphoma. FU, follow-up; R5, 
CCR5-using. . 

PhylogeneticPhylogenetic analysis of gpl20 Env sequences obtained from individuals who do not 

developdevelop X4 variants. To examine the phylogenetic relationship between early and late R5 
HIV-11 virus populations within an individual we selected 12 HIV-1 infected individuals who 
didd not develop X4 variants during follow-up. A region of gp!20, spanning from within CI to 
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Figur ee 2 Divergence of R5 HIV-1 gp120 
sequencess from variants isolated from 
individualss who do not develop X4 
variants. . 

A.. Depicted for each patient is the 
numberr of non-synonymous differences 
(dN)) within gp120 sequences from R5 
variantss isolated at one time point (open 
symbols)) and number of non-
synonymouss differences between gp120 
sequencess from R5 variants isolated at 
thee earliest and latest time point per 
patientt (filled symbols). 
B.. Depicted are the number of 
synonymouss (dS, gray symbols) and 
non-synonymouss (dN, black symbols) 
differencess between gp120 sequences 
fromm R5 variants isolated at the earliest 
andd latest time point per patient. Patient 
numberss of rapid progressors are 
depictedd in bold on the x-axis. 

C44 and encoding approximately 353 amino acids (HxB2 positions 88 to 440), was sequenced 
fromm R5 variants that were isolated from these individuals. From each individual, sequential 
R55 variants from at least two time points were analyzed with a minimum of two variants per 
timee point (Table 1). 

Evolutionaryy distance between early and late R5 variants within a patient is shown in 
neighbor-joiningg trees and was confirmed with bootstrap analyses. Neighbor joining trees 
includingg sequences from patients without AIDS diagnosis during follow-up (Figure 1A) and 
patientss who progressed to AIDS during follow-up (Figure IB) showed clustering of 
sequencess per patient, reflecting heterogeneity between patients, confirming intra-patient 
clusteringg of sequences per time point and excluding contamination between patients. The 
onlyy exception was a sequence from a variant isolated 27 months after start of follow-up from 
patientt 617, which clustered apart from other variants from patient 617. Nucleotide sequence 
alignmentt showed that this sequence had a few striking similarities at a few sites with one 
sequencee from patient 172, however, at other sites it exactly resembled other sequences from 
patientt 617 and was dissimilar from 172 sequences (data not shown). In a neighbor-joining 
treee including only sequences from patient 617, this sequence clustered with the other 
sequencess from this patient (data not shown). Therefore it was not deleted from the dataset. 

SelectionSelection pressure in R5 HIV-1 gpl20 Env sequences. Diversity within the HIV-1 
quasispeciess present at the early or late time point was not different. However, in all 
individualss divergence of virus populations was observed between time points. Diversity 
betweenn time points was greater than within time points (Figure 2a). The number of 
synonymouss substitutions per synonymous site (dS) in the env gpl20 region varied from 

2A A •• dN between time points 
dNN within time points 

2B B 

533 6 8 14 2 44158 3 1 6 7 8 17 2 33 7 42 4 43 4 61 7 

patients s 

II  Ï 

533 6 8 14 2 44158 3 1 6 7 8 172 33 7 424 43 4 61 7 

patients s 

72 2 
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0.0400 to 0.090 between individuals. The number of non-synonymous substitutions per non-
synonymouss site (dN) varied from 0.040 to 0.100 between individuals (Table 2). The number 
off  both synonymous and non-synonymous mutations between early and late time points was 
significantlyy higher in long term survivors (LTS) compared to progressors. However, when 
correctedd for follow-up time, which for obvious reasons was much shorter for rapid 
progressorss than LTS, a significantly higher mutation rate per time unit was observed in 
individualss with a rapidly progressive disease course (Figure 2b). The three rapid progressors 
inn this study showed remarkably high synonymous substitutions per time unit. 

Withh the exception of patient ACH 617, who progressed to AIDS after a follow-up time of 
1366 months and was defined as a slow progressor, all individuals had dN/dS ratios for the 
totall  gpl20 fragment that were close to 1, not pointing to positive or negative selection. No 
differencess between LTS and progressors in dN/dS ratios could be distinguished. 
Additionally,, the dN/dS ratios were separately analyzed for the combined constant regions 
andd the combined variable regions (V1/V2, V3 and V4). The dN/dS ratios in the constant 
domainss were below 1 in 9 out of 11 individuals, suggesting a tendency of negative selection 
onn these domains. In the variable regions of gpl20 the dN/dS ratios were greater than 1 in 9 
outt of 11 individuals, suggesting a tendency of positive selection on these regions. 
Interestingly,, the dN/dS ratio in the variable regions of gpl20 was significantly higher in 
individualss with a CCR5-A32 heterozygous genotype as compared to CCR5-A32 wild type 
individualss (CCR5-A32 wild type (n=6): median 1.146, IQR: 1.062-1.248; A32 heterozygous 
(n=6):: median 2.039, IQR: 1.554-2.252, p<0.05; table 1) indicating that the positive selection 

Tablee 2 Divergence of gp120 in sequential R5 HIV-1 variants. 

patient patient 

53 3 

68 8 

142 2 

441 1 

583 3 

16 6 

78 8 

172 2 

337 7 

424 4 

434 4 

617 7 

A32-CCR5 A32-CCR5 
genotype genotype 

wt t 

wt t 

wt t 

wt t 

wt t 

A32/wt t 

A32/wt t 

A32/wt t 

A32/wt t 

A32/wt t 

A32/wt t 

A32/wt t 

typing typing 

RP P 

LTS S 

TP P 

LTS S 

LTS S 

LTS S 

LTS S 

RP P 

LTS S 

RP P 

LTS S 

SP P 

timetime between 
samplessamples (mo) 

41.8 8 

66.8 8 

72.1 1 

95.0 0 

84.1 1 

91.9 9 

96.9 9 

20.8 8 

97.8 8 

36.9 9 

105.0 0 

111.1 1 

divergencedivergence11' ' 

0.049 9 

0.098 8 

0.059 9 

0.080 0 

0.068 8 

0.074 4 

0.047 7 

0.043 3 

0.086 6 

0.049 9 

0.088 8 

0.070 0 

dN dN 

0.044 4 

0.100 0 

0.059 9 

0.081 1 

0.065 5 

0.078 8 

0.044 4 

0.040 0 

0.088 8 

0.044 4 

0.093 3 

0.079 9 

dS dS 

0.069 9 

0.090 0 

0.055 5 

0.074 4 

0.080 0 

0.060 0 

0.060 0 

0.053 3 

0.076 6 

0.066 6 

0.069 9 

0.040 0 

dN/dS dN/dS 

0.638 8 

1.111 1 

1.073 3 

1.095 5 

0.813 3 

1.300 0 

0.733 3 

0.755 5 

1.158 8 

0.667 7 

1.348 8 

1.975 5 

wt,, CCR5-A32 wild type; A32/wt, CCR5-A32 heterozygous genotype; RP, rapid progressor; LTS, 
longg term survivor; TP, typical progressors; SP, slow progressor; dN, number of non-synonymous 
substitutionss per nonsynonymous site; dS, number of synonymous substitutions per synonymous 
site;; a Viral genetic distance between time points calculated according to the Jukes Cantor model 
(JC69). . 
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onn the V-rcgions was mainly found in these CCR5-A32 heterozygous individuals. 

Furthermore,, higher positive selection tended to correlate to lower baseline RNA load (Figure 

3). . 

•• Discussion 

Inn the present study we analyzed whether genetic changes in HIV-1 gpl20 in sequentially 
isolatedd biological virus clones from LTS and rapid progressors. who did not develop X4 
HIV-11 variants, were a consequence of positive selection as reflected by a high dN/dS ratio. 
Inn agreement with previous observations, we observed higher sequence divergence and a 
tendencyy for positive selection during the total follow-up time in individuals who progressed 
moree slowly and/or had a low viral load as compared to individuals with a rapidly progressive 
diseasee course [249,261,262]. Such observation has led to the assumption that diversity 
dependss on the magnitude and duration of host immune responses or that slow progressors 
mayy be infected with less fit viruses that replicate poorly and therefore are under strong 
positivee selection in the host to increase replicative fitness [263]. Shankarappa et al. reported 
thatt after correction for follow-up time, linear increases of about 1% per year were observed 
inn both divergence and diversity before the development of X4 variants [242]. However, when 
wee corrected for length of follow-up time, which obviously was relatively short in rapid 
progressors,, it appeared that the mutation rate per time period was much higher in individuals 
whoo showed rapid progression to AIDS compared to LTS or slow progressors. In accordance, 
HIV-11 variants isolated from progressors replicate more rapidly than HIV-1 variants from 
LTSS [214,215,264] and rapid progressors have a high serum HIV-1 RNA load [253]. The fast 
accumulationn of mutations in rapid progressors and the high viral load in these individuals 

Tabl ee 3 Divergence of combined C and V regions of gp120 in sequential R5 HIV-1 variants. 

patient patient 

53 3 

68 8 

142 2 

441 1 

583 3 

16 6 

78 8 

172 2 

337 7 

424 4 

434 4 

617 7 

132-132-
CCR5 CCR5 

genotype genotype 

wt t 

wt t 

wt t 

wt t 

wt t 

A32/vvt t 

A322 wt 

A32/wt t 

A33 2 wt 

A32/wt t 

A32/wt t 

A32/wt t 

typing typing 

RP P 

LTS S 

TP P 
LTS S 

LTS S 

LTS S 

LTS S 

RP P 

LTS S 

RP P 

LTS S 

SP P 

timetime between 
samplessamples (mo) 

41.8 8 

66.8 8 

72.1 1 
95.0 0 

84.1 1 

91.9 9 

96.9 9 

20.8 8 

97.8 8 

36.9 9 

105.0 0 

111.1 1 

t t 

dX dX 

0.018 8 

0.077 7 
0.034 4 

0.041 1 

0.048 8 

0.055 5 

0.025 5 

0.011 1 

0.055 5 

0.013 3 

0.066 6 

0.055 5 

regions regions 

dS dS 

0.031 1 

0.068 8 

0.045 5 

0.046 6 

0.078 8 

0.059 9 

0.071 1 

0.036 6 

0.061 1 

0.044 4 

0.084 4 

0.031 1 

d.XdS d.XdS 

0.581 1 

1.132 2 

0.756 6 

0.891 1 

0.615 5 

0.932 2 

0.352 2 

0.306 6 

0.902 2 

0.295 5 

0.786 6 

1.774 4 

^ ^ 

</.V V 

0.083 3 

0.137 7 

0.102 2 

0.151 1 

0.094 4 

0.116 6 

0.068 8 

0.087 7 

0.142 2 

0.098 8 

0.138 8 

0.117 7 

dS dS 

0.130 0 

0.129 9 

0.073 3 

0.121 1 

0.082 2 

0.062 2 

0.030 0 

0.078 8 

0.098 8 

0.103 3 

0.048 8 

0.053 3 

J.XdS J.XdS 

0.638 8 

1.062 2 

1.397 7 

1.248 8 

1.146 6 

1,871 1 

2.267 7 

1.115 5 

1.449 9 

0.951 1 

2.875 5 

2.208 8 

Forr explanation see Table 2. 
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Figur ee 3 Selection plotted against patient RNA 
load.. Selection was defined as the dN/dS ratio 
betweenn gp120 sequences from early and late 
R55 HIV-1 variants (x-axis) plotted against the 
HIV-11 serum RNA load determined at the early 
timee point (v-axis). 

mayy be a result of low selective pressure by 
thee host's immune defenses or high numbers 
off activated target cells. Indeed, a high 
immunee activation level has been associated 
withh fast disease progression [265]. 

X44 variants have increased cytopathicity and 
aree associated with a faster disease 
progressionn [13]. We previously 
demonstratedd that also during disease 
progressionn in the absence of X4 variants, 
HIV-11 variants emerge with changes in 
biologicall properties such as increased 
replicativee capacity, increased cytopathicity 
andd reduced sensitivity to RANTES and 
otherr CCR5 antagonists [118,119,253,254], 
Thesee changes are not associated with a change in coreceptor usage [211]. Moreover, 
sequentiall X4 variants also show a decrease in sensitivity to coreceptor antagonists associated 
withh progression to AIDS [234]. A likely explanation for these observations is that virus 
variantss are selected for efficient (co)receptor usage. Virus variants that are less dependent on 
CD44 or CCR5 to productively infect their target cells will have a selective advantage over 
otherr variants. 

Interestingly,, we here show evidence that the highest dN/dS ratios were observed in the gpl20 
variablee regions of individuals with a CCR5-A32 heterozygous genotype, irrespective of the 
clinicall course of infection. This genotype has been associated with a reduced number of 
CCR55 expressing cells and consequently the competition for target cells and the selection for 
virusess with most optimal efficiency of using the CD4-coreceptor complex may be higher. 

Wee previously determined the sensitivity to RANTES mediated inhibition of all virus variants 
includedd in this study [119]. Comparison of gpl20 sequences of the R5 HIV-1 variants from 
alll 12 individuals in relation to the virus sensitivity to RANTES inhibition did not reveal 
commonn mutations associated with reduced RANTES sensitivity (data not shown). This 
indicatess that a variety of specific sequence changes may result in a decreased sensitivity to 
CCR55 antagonist mediated inhibition, probably depending on the host's immune environment 
andd the viral genomic background. 

Ass illustrated by the selective transmission of R5 variants, optimal fitness of HIV-1 may vary, 
dependentt on the host environment and phase of infection. It may seem that a high efficiency 
off usage of the cellular entry complex is a favorable viral characteristic under all 
circumstances.. However, it seems that upon transmission to a new individual, R5 HIV-1 
variantss are selected that are more sensitive to RANTES mediated inhibition, have lower 
replicativee capacity, and lower cytopathicity than those found late in disease progression 
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[119,253].. Possibly, these features of increased in vitro fitness are a trade off for a property 
thatt is indispensable in recently infected individuals. For example due to variable restrictions 
onn the virus quasispecies dictated by the host's immune responses and target cell availability. 
Inn light of the development of an optimal vaccine, the viral characteristic that dominates 
fitnesss in recent infection should be identified. 
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Netherlandss Organization for Scientific Research (project number 901-02-222) and the Dutch 
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